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Welcome
Editorial
Lockdown is changing and with it your
online magazine is changing too.
We hope you have enjoyed our weekly
digest of bizarre and wonderful things. You
can still revisit them of course, and take a
journey to Peru, dip into extraordinary art
(mostly our readers'), try out new skills
and enjoy recipes from around the world.
This sci fi special marks not only the launch
of SPACEX but also the end of the weekly
editions.
Now we go fortnightly, as long as some
sort of lockdown continues, and then to
monthly.
You'll still be able to find your favourite
articles to brighten your world and
improve wellbeing, but we'll also be
shifting the focus.
We'll keep you updated with what's
happening at Working for Health and how
you can be a part of it. And we'll be
running interviews with you, publishing
feedback and giving you more
opportunities to succeed.
Stay safe, read the mag, and keep in
touch.
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Contact us
email: hello@workingforhealth.co.uk
facebook: Working For Health Hull & East Riding
Twitter: working4health1
Instagram: workingforhealthhulleastriding

Upwards for Health 1
SPACE X
THE SPACE RACE IS STARTING UP
AGAIN - ONLY THIS TIME IT'S
COMMERCIAL.
Watch the historic launch here.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=JChEPmljE5k

Want to know more about SpaceX?

www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7Dh5ltQsHw

Build a rocket boys

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ez3vmJuQbEw

Life on Mars next. Seriously! Keep an eye on
the news - we'll be there before you know it.

Movement for Health

Dance like nobody's watching
Show the kids how cool you
are with these retro dance
moves.
Respect.

Fitness for the space traveller 2

The Spacewalk
Just follow the animations (but
move the kitchen chair first)

Fitness for the space traveller 1
Blast to the past!

The Moonwalk
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMRdkH_KK_k

Fitness for the space traveller 3

www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCfDQzMkENw

The Air Walk

www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0mfNWKBQp0

ET for Health
Keep the kids busy (and off their phones!) with
these extra-terrestrial challenges

Design your own SPACECRAFT
Is it rocket-shaped?
Does it have weapons?
Open it up and give us a plan
of what's inside
OK... NOW SEND US YOUR
BEST SPACESHIP!

Design your own ALIEN.
WHat are the eyes like?
How many arms?
Friendly or world-dominatingly
EVIL?
Can it fly?
OK... get sketching. And SEND US
YOUR BEST ALIEN!

Writing for Health
An Author's Tale Part 1
Natalie' opening tempts us into a
world of apparent normality. But to
where will it lead..?
"Nina, get out of the shower, I have to get to work"
Tia banged on the bathroom door
"Alright, alright keep your hair on" Nina opened the
door in her dressing gown and a towel around her
head
"You know I can't be late, Tessa will kill me"
"Tia, why do you work for her, she's an evil bitch"

Tia ordered straight away "Hi, can I get a non
fat cafe latte and a salmon sesame seed bagel
to go please" she ordered and waited five
minutes before making her way towards the
office.

"I know, everyone talks about it when she's not
around, but she fires people for being late" Tia
expressed

Five minutes out a creepy hooded guy
grabbed her bag, the coffee went
everywhere

"You should go or you'll miss the bus" Nina said
looking at the clock on the wall

"Hey what the hell"

"Thanks for hogging the bathroom" Tia grabbed her
coat and left
"You're welcome" Nina called after her as she walked
out of the flat they shared.
Tia made her way down the street to the bus stop,
taking out a note pad and going through her
morning’s job for Fashion Designer Tessa
MacLesston.
The bus came round the corner and Tia had to run
for it, the driver kindly stopped before she got the
actual bus stop,
"Thank you" she said to the driver and sat down.
She continued to look through her job list and right at
the top was coffee and bagel from Bagel Bites, the
shop was right next to the bus stop and luckily there
was no queue,

she fought him off but got punched a few times
in the face
"Hey get away from her" a tall guy dressed in
quick trendy clothes ran across the road to
help Tia.
The creepy guy managed to get hold of her bag
and ran off down the street
"Are you ok" the trendy man helped her up off
the ground "oh god look at your face, let me
take you to the hospital"

Tia nodded and the trendy man led her
away.
By Natalie Sara-Jayne
To read the rest of Part One, visit
https://nataliescreativewriting.blogspot.com/2020/
05/an-authors-tale-part-one.html

Watching for... help!
Three of WfH's favourite sci fi & fantasy films & series.

The Walking Dead
This hit show follows a group of survivors
through a bleak and violent zombie apocalypse.
Rick Grimes (Andrew Lincoln) is our hero as he
tries to protect himself, his son, and the group
that forms around him.
The show is at its best when the characters
manage to find moments humanity in spite of
all the carnage—although some of the carnage
makes for great TV, too..
Nine seasons are currently streaming, and it
keeps getting better.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1v0uFms68U

Altered Carbon

Pan's Labyrinth
Set during the tail end of World War II, Pan’s
Labyrinth is a dark Spanish-language fantasy
in which an imaginative young girl enters a
mythical world of labyrinths, mysterious
creatures and deadly challenges.
Described as Alice in Wonderland for grownups, the film deservedly picked up three
Oscars and three BAFTAs following its 2006
release and earmarked Guillermo del Toro as
one of the most creative filmmakers working
today.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Yt89b5AcwY

Altered Carbon takes place in 2384, placing
viewers in a cyberpunk reality not far off from
films like Blade Runner.
In this future, the memories of each person
have been placed in “cortical stacks,” storage
devices originally designed by aliens that have
been mass-produced and placed into the
vertebrae of every person. Bodies - called
“sleeves”—have become disposable.
The story begins when Takeshi Kovacs (Joel
Kinnaman, Suicide Squad) wakes up 250 years
following the last removal of his previous
sleeve, and is given the choice to spend the rest
of time in prison for his crimes, or to help solve
a murder case.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Evmr2ZCjWc

Two seasons are streaming.

Reading for Health 1
Sci-fi king
RAY BRADBURY
and why I love him
Ray Bradbury wrote brilliant sci fi and
fantasy short stories and novels. He was the
greatest. At least I think so.
Why?
Because no matter where the stories are
set they are all written in the most dazzling
images. He paints with words. Don't look too
closely at what he says, just sit back and let
the thoughts they inspire wash over you.
He likes the past. His novel Dandelion Wine
brings alive his childhood in the 1920s in a
tiny town in America. A lot of his stories are
about how the past was innocent but the
present is all any of us have. Look, he
shouts at us. Look at what joy there is
around you!

'The Ravine.
The ravine filled with varieties of night sounds,
lurkings of black-ink stream and creek, lingerings
of autumns that rolled over in fire and bronze and
died a thousand years ago.
There was a long tunnel there under the earth in
which poisoned waters dripped and the echoes
never ceased calling come come come and if you
do you'll stay forever forever drip forever rustle
run rush whsiper and never go never.
The boys lined up on the rim of darkness looking
down.'
The Halloween Tree

In this documentary you can meet the man himself.

He's written about the colonisation of Mars
as famously as he has about the dreams
and adventures of the young.
I like some of his later stuff such as the
deliciously creepy Something Wicked This
Way Comes in which a carnival comes to
town and people start to change and
vanish.
He's very good on fairs, carnival rides, piers,
amusement parks which have fallen into
decay - and clowns, of course. Scary!
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XESDRP82png

So, if you want to soak in stories which
make you ache and which fill you with love
and hope, fear and amazement, then
Bradbury is your man.

"You must stay DRUNK ON WRITING so
reality cannot destroy you." Ray Bradbury

Reading for Health 2
DAVID GEMMELL
king of heroic fantasy

His first book LEGEND introduced us to the
retired hero Druss, Captain of the Axe;
legend of countless heroic tales.
Also the only man who can save the mighty
fortress of Dros Delnoch from falling to the
enemy hordes.
Another thirty books in the same vein
followed, but this is still the best.
If you like your men axe-wielding, tough,
independent and usually with big beards
then look no further.
Gemmell is widely regarded as the very
best writer of this type of barbarian
fantasy.

THE TOUGH UPBRINGING OF
DAVID GEMMELL AND HOW NOT TO HANDLE A JOB
INTERVIEW
Raised alone by his mother until the age of 6,
he experienced a harsh upbringing in a tough
urban area, suffering bullying and taunts from
his peers, partly due to the absence of his
father and often sustained serious injuries
through fighting.
Preferring reading books to fighting, he was
forced to take up boxing by his stepfather, who
insisted he learn how to stand up for himself.
He was expelled from school at the age of 16,
for organising a gambling syndicate, and as a
youth was arrested several times.
He claimed that one psychologist's report at
the time labelled him a psychopath.

An interview with Gemmell and how
LEGEND mirrored his battle with cancer
www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRWW-DrYcP8

He went on to work as a labourer, a lorrydriver's mate, and a ightclub bouncer before
his mother set up a job interview with a local
newspaper. Of 100 applicants, he was probably
the least qualified for the position but was hired
owing to his display of arrogance during the
interview, which was mistaken for selfconfidence.

Thinking for Health
Sci fi & Fantasy Prize Quiz
The winner can claim a copy of the best fantasy novel ever: Frankenstein!
(OK so it's a used copy but it's still a prize!)
Send your answers to hello@workingforhealth.co.uk

Which two are not superheroes?
Green
Lantern

Name the book with these
characters in

Green
Arrow

1

Black
Widow

Black
Panther

2

John Seward

Red
Tornado

Red Rum

3

Mina Murray

Blue
Beetle

Blue
Note

4

Quincy Morris

May the Force be with you
1. What is Darth Vader's real name?
2. Who created Star Wars?
3. Who played Princess Leia?
4. What is Han Solo's spaceship called?
5. Name a lead character who rides a
taumtaum in the snow.
6. What colour is Yoda's light sabre?
7. How many engines are there on an XWing fighter?
8. Whose home planet is Kashyyk?

Jonathan Harker

Stay alert, stay safe
and stay in touch
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